Introduction. All spaces considered are assumed to be metrizable. The terminology follows that of [5] . The letter k will denote an infinite cardinal.
1. a-discrete bases and co-er-discrete mappings. We recall that a family $ of subsets of a space X is a-discrete if 3d = \J™ = l 3$ n where each M n is (relatively) discrete in the sense that for each xeBe£$ n there exists an open set O x in X such that O x r\ B' = 0 whenever B # B' e3$ n . (See [8, Lemma 1] for equivalent statements.) A collection ê of subsets of X is said to possess a a-discrete base if there exists a cr-discrete family J> of (not necessarily open) subsets of X such that each set in S is a union of sets from 36.
REMARK. In the nonseparable theory of (k-) Borel and (/c-) Souslin sets, mappings which are merely continuous or Borel measurable rarely preserve structure. This is not the case, however, if the mapping is (in addition) co-cr-discrete. Note that any mapping with a separable domain is co-crdiscrete; and so in the separable theory this was always the case.
We list here as propositions some of the more basic properties of co-crdiscrete mappings. PROPOSITION We call the Baire space of weight k, and denote by B(k) [7, §2] , the product space \\T n ( n = 1> 2,...) where each T n is a discrete space of cardinal k. It is well known that 5(K 0 ) is homeomorphic to the space of irrational numbers. We say that a (metric) space X is a-locally of weight < k (abbreviated <r-LW < k; see [8, §1] and [9, p. 23]) if X = \J^s l X n where each xe X n has a neighborhood in X n of weight < k. The following theorem extends Theorem V of [5, p. 444 Given a space X, we define hyper-Borel classes G a = G a (X) for each ordinal a = À + n (k a limit ordinal or 0 and n = 0,1,2,...) as follows :
Iff:X -> Y is co-a-discrete, then so are the following:
G 0 = family of open sets in X ; G x+n = all unions (resp. intersections) of countable families from G A+W _! if n is even (resp. odd); G A = all unions of (7-discrete families from (J a<A G a . In addition, we define the hyper-Borel classes F a = F a (X) by taking i=; = {Z-B|BeG a }.
THEOREM l.IfX is metrizable, the hyper-Borel classes coincide with the usual Borel classes [5, p. 345] for each countable ordinal oc. Thus, B(X)

= [)*< mi GJLX)=\J a<ai FJLX).
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the Montgomery theorem [5, p. 358] which, in part, shows that the union of a discrete family of G a (or F a for a > 0) sets is again of that class (a < a^). It is clear that the operations defining the classes G a and F a produce only hyper-Borel sets ; that these operations produce nothing new beyond the ordinals of cardinal k is a consequence of the fact that a a-discrete family in a space of weight k has at most k members.
k-Borel sets.
A second way to classify hyper-Borel sets is to call a set, B c X, k-Borel if B is hyper-Borel in X of class a for some ordinal a of cardinal ^ k. By Theorem 1, the X 0 -Borel sets are the ordinary Borel sets. The theorem follows easily from Theorem 2 applied to C1 X JB. 2.3. Existence of sets of exact class a. If a set is of class G a (or F a ) in a space X but is not of any lower class, then the set is said to be of exact class oc in X. It is well known [5, p. 371 ] that the space of irrational numbers B(K 0 ) contains sets of exact class a for each countable ordinal a. This is a special case of the following theorem. The proof embodies an extension and modification of the techniques used in [1] . Theorem 4 shows that the concept of /c-Borel sets for k > K 0 is by no means a superfluous one.
Absolute k-Borel sets.
We are mainly concerned with spaces which are absolutely /c-Borel ; i.e., spaces which are /c-Borel sets in every (metric) space in which they are embedded. Using Lavrentiev's theorem [5, p. 429] one can show that a space X is an absolute /c-Borel set of class a if, and only if, it is of class a in some complete metric space (a ^ 1). THEOREM 
If Y is an absolute k-Borel set of class a and of weight ^ /c, there exists a closed subset A of B(k) and a continuous bisection h:A -* Y such that f (U) is of class a in Y whenever U is open in A (cf. [7, Theorem 4]).
Recent work of A. H. Stone [7] , [8], [9] has developed an extensive structure theory for nonseparable absolute Borel sets, which culminates in a complete classification and topological characterization in terms of Borel isomorphism classes. It is the conjecture of this author that most, if not all, of this theory can be extended to the more general class of /c-Borel sets.
Locally k-Borel sets.
A set E c X is said to be locally k-Borel in X if each xeE has a neighborhood U x such that U x n E is a /c-Borel subset of X. Note that this definition is more restrictive than the definition of "fc-analytic" in [7] which requires only that oo oo 
THEOREM ô.IfEaX has weight ^ k and E is locally k-Borel in X, then E is a k-Borel subset ofX. Furthermore, if E is locally of class G a (F a ) in X, then E is of class G a (resp. F a ) in X.
&-Souslin sets. We recall that a set
(A 0 ) A= U f) A >,..," = U f]Â tl .., n - teB(k)n=l teB(k)n=l
Absolutely k-Souslin sets and co-o-discrete mappings.
By an absolutely k-Souslin set we mean a set which is fe-Souslin in every (metric) space in which it can be embedded; or, equivalently, if it is fe-Souslin in some complete metric space (cf. §2.4). One important consequence of the above theorems is the following characterization of absolute fe-Borel sets. The converse has already been noted in Theorem 5.
